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Get in touch with our apple practice today

MODERNISE REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
WITH SOLUTIONS THAT BENEFIT YOUR

WORKFORCE AND THE PUBLIC.

Regional government has an opportunity to strategically improve 
the delivery of services by adopting solution lead technologies, 

making communities and their workforce safer, cleaner, healthier, 
and more prosperous.

71%
of millennials say that the 

degree to which an organisation 
embraces technology and 

innovation influences 
where they work1

WE GET regional government needs:

TECHNOLOGY IN REGIONAL GOVERNMENT CAN HELP 
TO INCREASE PERFORMANCE WHILE BENEFITING 
THEIR EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC THEY SERVE.

iPad iPhone Mac 

BENEFITS OF APPLE IN GOVERNMENT

THE ANSWER?
MOBILISE THE WORKFORCE WITH CDW AND APPLE 

As an Apple Authorised Enterprise Reseller, CDW can help local authorities to roll out a 
complete mobility programme that enables them to establish new forms of interaction with the 

Public, extend their efficiency, strengthen collaboration and improve the delivery of services 
with intuitive devices that work at the speed of your teams. 

Work from anywhere with Apple technology

iPad has an interface that is easy to use and familiar which enables seamless
mobile workflows, better collaboration, and higher productivity levels.

Optimal performance

71% of millennials say that the degree to which an organisation
embraces technology and innovation influences where they work. 

Invest in your workforce and offer them a device that
will assist them in their role and increase efficiencies. 

Futureproo�ng

Apple Technology is secure by design with integrated hardware, software, 
and services that will help keep critical public data safe and protect the 

workforce when online.

Security wherever you are

Use Apple Business Manager and Mobile Device Management (MDM) to 
configure and manage devices and wirelessly manage content without 

compromising employee productivity or privacy.

Streamlined management

iPad enables government professionals to work from any location, with unparalleled 
5G connectivity providing instant access to the information they need while 
allowing them to share data and communicate with their team in the office. 

Enabling a Mobile workforce

Pinpoint the needs of users and incorporate 
best practices in device management.

Assess

We’ll take care of sourcing
the devices for you. 

Provide

�rough our ServiceTrack portal, you get a
real-time view of orders and delivery status. 

Deploy

Automated enrolment of devices, 
deployment of content, and configuration 

of administrative privileges.

Manage

Retain, augment, upgrade or return 
your Apple assets as you wish.

Refresh

CDW provides extra layers of reassurance, 
ranging from adoption services to ongoing 

technical support packages.

Support

CDW understands the need for digitisation to support the evolving 
workplace and to increase e�ciencies within regional government, we 
can help deliver end-user computing that boosts employee satisfaction 

and services to the public while reducing total costs of ownership.

FINANCING AS UNIQUE AS YOUR NEEDS

CDW OFFERS A FULL LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR APPLE  

Working directly with Apple 
Financial Services CDW can create 
a financing solution that works for 
your business by keeping your 
costs low, enabling flexible 
upgrades, and giving you complete 
control of your refresh cycle.

CDW works with AFS to create a �nancing 
solution that works for you

Keep costs low by 
accounting for the high 
residual value of Apple 

devices upfront.

Take control of your 
refresh cycle with 

flexible upgrades on 
straightforward terms.

Get iPads, Macs, and 
iPhones pre-configured 

and ready to use, 
straight out of the box.

Increased productivity and output 

Employee retention and satisfaction 

Supporting a mobile workforce 

Secure data and devices

Flexible and affordable financing 
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